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A collection of essays that examine how the history of slavery and race in the United States

has been interpreted and inserted at public historic sitesFor decades racism and social

inequity have stayed at the center of the national conversation in the United States, sustaining

the debate around public historic places and monuments and what they represent. These

conversations are a reminder of the crucial role that public history professionals play in

engaging public audiences on subjects of race and slavery. This "difficult history" has often

remained un- or underexplored in our public discourse, hidden from view by the tourism

industry, or even by public history professionals themselves, as they created historic sites,

museums, and public squares based on white-centric interpretations of history and

heritage.Challenging History, through a collection of essays by a diverse group of scholars and

practitioners, examines how difficult histories, specifically those of slavery and race in the

United States, are being interpreted and inserted at public history sites and in public history

work. Several essays explore the successes and challenges of recent projects, while others

discuss gaps that public historians can fill at sites where Black history took place but is absent

in the interpretation. Through case studies, the contributors reveal the entrenched false

narratives that public history workers are countering in established public history spaces and

the work they are conducting to reorient our collective understanding of the past.History

practitioners help the public better understand the world. Their choices help to shape ideas

about heritage and historical remembrances and can reform, even transform, worldviews

through more inclusive and ethically narrated histories. Challenging History invites public

historians to consider the ethical implications of the narratives they choose to share and makes

the case that an inclusive, honest, and complete portrayal of the past has the potential to

reshape collective memory and ideas about the meaning of American history and citizenship.
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WHITE, and RACHEL CLARE DONALDSONIn the spring of 2020, with tension related to the

COVID-19 pandemic already at a low-voltage hum across the United States, cities and towns

quickly became electrified when protests broke out responding to the mistreatment and murder

of Black Americans. A July 3, 2020, New York Times article, “Black Lives Matter May Be the

Largest Movement in U.S. History,” calculated that more than 4,700 demonstrations took place

between the day of the first protest in Minneapolis, Minnesota, on May 26, and the date of the

article, on July 3, averaging 140 demonstrations per day. The article cited national polls on the

number of Americans who participated in these protests, with the lowest of these figures

coming in at fifteen million people: 6 percent of the US population.1 Tensions and outrage

increased not only in the streets of US cities but also in the news and on social media as

Americans expressed their views on the uprisings. Media and individual views ranged from



complete support of social justice for Black Americans and of the Black Lives Matter movement

at the one end of the spectrum to historically false and blatantly racist comments at the other

end. As conversations about race and the legacy of slavery sprang up, it was evident that many

Americans’ knowledge of the country’s history is underinformed, uninformed, and simply

incorrect.This moment in American history is connected to our profession as scholars of public

history, serving as a reminder of how much work there is left to accomplish in helping

Americans learn their national and local histories, particularly the difficult histories about

slavery and race. With the rising national interest in learning about African American and other

marginalized people’s histories, the moment also created an opportunity that public historians

can build upon. According to a June 2020 Pew Research Center poll, nearly 70 percent of

Americans reported that they had a conversation about race or racial inequality in the last

month. In addition to conversations among family and friends, this moment also led many

institutions and businesses to publicly announce their commitment to racial and social justice.

Although public calls for antiracism increased and dominated some news outlets and social

media accounts over the spring and summer of 2020, the United States has also seen a 55

percent increase in white-nationalist hate groups since 2017, according to Southern Poverty

Law Center’s 2019 “Year in Hate and Extremism” report.2 One of the ways that white-

nationalist groups spread racism, antisemitism, and Islamophobia is through historical

falsehoods. Furthermore, when difficult or painful histories are hidden from the public by the

tourism industry or public history professionals, the public not only receives incorrect or

fractured history but also internalizes misconceptions, myths, and falsehoods used to prop up

American racism.Although the 2020 moment of racial reckoning has caught the nation’s

attention, many public history professionals have long contended with the necessity of creating

racially inclusive and accurate history for the public. Therefore, whereas the 2020 national

events have drawn fresh attention to Black and other marginalized histories, this volume

provides examples of how this work is already taking place, along with the successes and

challenges of those projects, and it identifies where further work needs to be conducted. For

readers who are engaged in similar projects, this volume provides an opportunity to put your

work and ideas in conversation with those of other public history professionals who are

engaged in Black-centered public history. It also offers ideas on spaces where Black-centered

narratives need to be implemented, pointing the way to new directions in the field.The work

conducted by the authors herein has several origins. Some authors write about historical topics

presently underused at public history sites, calling for new interpretation and projects; several

authors fit their projects into existing public history projects or museum spaces, either adding

new Black voices to African American narratives or inserting Black voices into narratives that

had been ignoring them; still others’ work resulted, in part, as a response to current events.

This volume’s origin, in fact, began with a conference in Charleston, South Carolina, organized

as a direct response to the racist massacre of Black people in a Black Charleston church.In

2017 scholars from Europe, the Caribbean, and across the United States came to Charleston

for the public history conference Transforming Public History: From Charleston to the Atlantic

World.3 Through presentations, workshops, and conversations at the conference, it became

apparent that the challenges and successes that public history professionals see in Charleston

and the Atlantic world are also experienced throughout the US South. The conference included

a wide geographic scope, and this volume began to evolve, focusing on practitioners and

academics collaborating on research and projects within the United States, with a

concentration in Charleston. As an outgrowth of the conference, the volume reflects the themes

of the conference by focusing on public history and the representations and absences of



underrepresented, ignored, or nearly erased African American histories. Inclusive of research

and public history projects at all stages of progress, these essays explore untapped spaces of

interpretation, newer voices and narratives presently being explored, collaborative projects that

challenge entrenched mythologies and heritages built on falsehoods, and established projects

that can serve as models for practitioners.A reflection of the breadth of the field of public

history, the volume’s contributors have been serving in many different public history roles. Our

hope is that the variable methods of involvement in public history will translate to being useful

to a broad audience of practitioners and students who are also thinking about inclusive public

history that centers on underrepresented narratives. This volume tackles topics and cases

crossing into related fields such as museum studies, historic preservation, archaeology, African

American studies, collective memory studies, and digital history. Therefore, it also represents

an assortment of public history sites, including museums, federal and state parks, public

squares, neighborhoods, the internet, sites of slavery, and historic homes. The volume’s editors

and authors include academic public historians working on public history projects, scholars

with academic appointments who have taken an active role in public history projects, librarians

working on digital public history, museum workers, and interpreters working at historic sites.

Regardless of the type of public history space, each essay speaks to the changes and

continuities in creating history for the public in the US South over the past decades.In

gathering the voices of public history practitioners working on southern history into one

volume, it becomes clear that twenty-first-century practitioners are contending with entrenched

ideas created by the dominant culture about identity and heritage that were developed in

previous centuries and are evolving in the twenty-first century. True of United States history

regardless of region, the effects of racism in the South did not stop with schools, housing, job

opportunities, or voting. The work of public history practitioners in this volume underscores the

increasingly acknowledged reality among both the public and historic sites that racism has also

influenced, and at times outright controlled, the history told in many of the South’s public

spaces and private tourism spaces. Designed for tourists and locals alike, the spaces where

collective memory and remembrance are formed that have historically excluded Black history

include museums, historic sites, historic homes, monuments, and plaques.White heritage and

identity—regularly overlaid with ideological white supremacy—have dominated many southern

landscapes and prevented profoundly important African American experiences from being told

in the spaces where the history took place.4 The southern plantation is ground zero for this

occurrence: spaces where US dominant collective memory has been mythologized and

romanticized, despite the reality that plantation history is the history of white people’s violent,

racist enslavement of Black people for their labor.The decades of work on the part of public

history workers and educators to share accurate American plantation history have recently

begun changing public perceptions regarding historic plantations. Redesigned in the twentieth

and twenty-first centuries as elite spaces with natural beauty and elegant architecture and

stripped of their terrifying and painful histories, plantations have been—and often remain—

popular sites for weddings. However, as more sites of slavery tell the actual history of

plantations, Americans’ popular opinion is shifting about how the sites should be used. As the

public comes to understand the seriousness of the history that took place on plantations, some

couples are deciding to celebrate their marriage elsewhere, with a few publicly expressing

regret for having chosen a plantation for their wedding. For example, actors Ryan Reynolds

and Blake Lively issued a statement of regret about holding their wedding on a South Carolina

plantation, noting that the difference between the romantic website version of the wedding

venue and the actual history of the site is “impossible to reconcile.”5 A 2019 New York Times



article reported that major wedding-planning websites were cutting back on promoting historic

plantation sites from their sites. Although the changes made on wedding-planning websites

included “removing all references to plantations on their sites and prohibiting adjectives like

‘charming’ to describe venues where Americans’ ancestors were once enslaved, tortured, and

raped,” some of the websites still have sites of slavery listed as wedding venues, and weddings

continue to take place regularly on historic plantations.6 These changes in public opinion,

though incomplete, indicate that public historians can play a part in shifting Americans’

perceptions of not only plantation history but also their collective memory about African

American history and other underrepresented narratives.Historic plantations are one of the

most severe examples of a dominant white culture blotting out painful historical realities and

then replacing them with self-serving myths. However, in nearly all public history spaces the

enduring effects of the dominance of white-controlled history, heritage, and identity have

affected the interpretation of historic sites, museums, and public squares. Therefore, this

volume explores the changes that public history practitioners are making in southern spaces as

they reinsert or center the histories that have previously been purposefully hidden or simply

ignored by dominant American culture. These changes in interpretation and focus act as a

corrective in public history spaces historically dominated by falsehoods cloaked as fact, which

have been subsequently—and dangerously—absorbed as fact by the dominant collective

memory of the United States.Because there is no one-size-fits-all solution applicable to public

history spaces that have excluded or continue to exclude African American voices, this volume

does create a space to discuss the state of public history challenges and successes in the

South. Each essay reveals how public history professionals’ method of including Black voices

varies depending on a list of local circumstances, including the history of the institution, the

permanency of the project, funding, and established research. In examining case studies of

different projects and histories, we hope to spark new conversations and add to established

ones not only in the US South but also throughout the nation about accurate and inclusive

history for the public. In any place with underrepresented or silenced voices, or any historic site

where the narrative represents only a homogenous voice, the themes found in this volume offer

models of investigating and implementing inclusive and engaging history for the public.The

work of public history practitioners and scholars in this volume is underpinned by several

themes: the interplay between and imbalanced representations of hegemonic versus

marginalized identities; the challenge and necessity of replacing romanticized myths with

difficult historical realities; and the role of race, class, and imagined heritages in creating

collective remembrances. In a few instances, nearly erasing people and overlooking material

culture in the historical record and landscape has resulted in potential projects and exhibitions

that are early in the process of rewriting interpretation or establishing collaborative

partnerships. Other essays offer reflections on changes in public history or collective memory

over time, revealing lessons learned and insights for future work. Implicit in these essays is the

knowledge that the ideological perspectives of all individuals working at historic sites or

archaeology sites, in museums or historic homes, create bias and affect the content that the

public learns in that space and, in turn, affect how the public then creates its collective

remembrance of a place, people, or history. This volume calls for readers to think about the

biases within their collaborative teams as much as within their audience and acknowledge how

bias, institutional racism, and systemic racism restrain, distort, or refuse to create public history

that is inclusive of African American or other marginalized voices. The essays in this volume

present the ways in which changes to the dominant narrative have the potential to reshape

collective memory and ideas about American history and heritage.The approaches to resolve



falsehoods or tensions regarding African American representation vary across the essays

based on specific factors related to their site or project, including the cast of collaborators, how

long the historic site has been open to the public, and the public’s relationship to the history

being presented. Collaborators range from museum professionals and scholars to community

members and private owners of historic homes. Other contributors are ultimately identifying

new historical actors for the public or seeking collaborative ways to change interpretation at

sites currently overlooking nondominant histories and people. The contributors’ projects also

include collaborators whose interest and/or connection to underrepresented histories varies.

The collaborators include docents, volunteers, graduate and undergraduate students, scholarly

collaborators, and institutional leadership. As works by public history professionals or students,

these essays remind us of the reality that project collaborators vary in their knowledge of or

enthusiasm for the goal of elevating Black voices in public history. Therefore, the education of

docents, student workers, and other project members is part of the discussion of some projects

in this volume.The Difficult Past and Imagined HeritagesWhether reading exhibit text, listening

to a guided tour, or walking around a nature preserve with wayside signs, visitors bring their

identities with them, which include seeing the world and absorbing new information through

complex lenses of imagined communities and imagined heritages they chose for themselves.

Therefore, in addition to working through our own biases, including the presence of previously

unacknowledged prejudice and racist ideas, public history professionals who share the history

of underrepresented peoples also have to navigate the biases of the local public, institutional

board members, local officials, and tourists. Because American exceptionalism has historically

allowed the United States to claim itself as a nation born inherently good and as the protector

of the free world, many white Americans enter public history spaces with the idea that the

American history presented to them will reflect the values they have internalized as “American.”

The idea that one’s nation is inherently different and superior is, of course, a dangerous way to

self-recognize, for it allows and encourages blindness toward painful and difficult past historical

realities and their connections to the present. Furthermore, US history is full of examples of

suppression, oppression, and enslavement, particularly when this history involves Black people

or other marginalized groups. By ensuring that we understand the complex ways Americans

accept and deny present and past race relations, we can better prepare for bringing Black

stories to the US public.One effect that a dominant imagined community, such as

“southerners,” has on dominant collective memory is the lack of space they have historically

allowed for telling difficult histories in public places. In Interpreting Difficult History at Museums

and Historic Sites, Julie Rose describes difficult history as historical narratives that disrupt

people’s sense of identity and can therefore act as a psychological obstruction to accepting

information that threatens or conflicts with their sense of self.7 In the United States, histories of

human suffering, then, particularly the suffering that one group inflicts on another—slavery, for

example—have historically been removed or barely mentioned in public history spaces where

they took place because those histories are tied to present-day local, regional, and national

identities of dominant white groups. White-controlled collective memory continues to demand

that we discuss only the positive aspects of American history. Hegemonic forces do not limit

their attempt to control historical narratives to public history spaces, though, making the work

of public historians even more challenging. As the US protests demanding race and social

justice carried on through the 2020 summer, President Donald Trump threatened to withhold

federal funding from public schools using the Pulitzer Prize–winning 1619 Project curriculum,

considering the curriculum un-American.8 The 1619 Project centers slavery and its legacy in

American history.It is not only in the South, then, but rather in all of the United States that



slavery and its legacy are contested issues, particularly among whites. An October 2019 AP-

NORC poll showed that although 54 percent of white Americans believe that the history of

slavery affects Black people today, 64 percent of white Americans also oppose a public

apology for slavery from the US government.9 Whereas more than half were willing to admit

that slavery has had a lasting legacy, most whites do not want a public apology that would

result in admitting that slavery was wrong. With whites being the racial majority in the United

States, they account for the largest number of public history practitioners and workers. This

volume adds to literature illuminating the historical effect of this situation in the present, and it

asks public history workers and the public to interrogate how dominant collective memory and

imagined heritages are operating internally in their institution or project and externally in their

public audience.10The AP-NORC poll data support the anecdotal experiences of interpretive

aids at sites of slavery (former plantations) in and around Charleston, where interpreters

encounter the thoughts of white locals and tourists firsthand. As interpreters share with one

another statements heard from all visitors, it is white audiences who reveal to the interpretive

guide their unwillingness to face historical realities about slavery. Interpreters are regularly

challenged by whites with statements insisting that slavery was not that bad, claiming that

some plantation owners were nice to their slaves, and other statements that function as

restraints or filters that white Americans use to form their collective memory about slavery.

These restraints imposed by white visitors falsely limit the suffering that whites have historically

inflicted on Blacks in the United States.11 Part of the work, then, is correcting these comments

and ideas in the moment to demand that historical facts, not self-serving falsehoods, are the

foundation of the narrative.This familiar conversation among interpreters was galvanized in the

dark humor of Azie Mira Dungey’s comedy web series Ask a Slave, where Dungey reveals the

way in which white tourists’ questions “betray a basic ignorance about the history of slavery in

the United States.”12 While working as a first-person interpreter at George Washington’s

Mount Vernon, she regularly encountered questions that proved many Americans’ ignorance

about the facts of American slavery. In the series Dungey created the character Lizzie May, a

woman enslaved by the Washington family who is used by Dungey to recreate uninformed and

absurd visitor interactions, explaining to Lizzy May, for example, that slavery was a good life

with room and board or asking why Lizzy May did not simply take the Underground Railroad

out of slavery.13 The visitors to Mount Vernon, like the tourists visiting Charleston and other

southern cities, are from all over the country, and Black and marginalized people have histories

that span the United States from coast to coast. Therefore, although this volume focuses on

public history practiced in the South, the implications of presenting Black and other

marginalized histories to the public should be considered by all pubic history practitioners in

the United States. In different ways all Americans struggle with and would benefit from an

increase in public history addressing slavery, its legacy, African American history, and their

local histories of marginalized people.In Difficult Heritage: Negotiating the Nazi Past in

Nuremberg and Beyond, Sharon Macdonald notes that a history “once seen as a sign of a

country’s achievement may later come to be understood as a reason for regret.”14 This leaves

public history spaces as a venue to change an accepted dominant collective memory about a

contested past and change the public’s response to confronting a past inclusive of difficult

heritage, particularly when the public is in a phase of transition, ranges from appreciation to

outrage. Online reviews of angry or perturbed visitors to historic sites of slavery implementing

Black-centered narratives have recently shed light on this tension. Historically, the dominant

collective memory of historic plantations nearly mirrored Gone with the Wind’s fiction, and

although the dominant collective memory is shifting, many still envision historic plantations this



way—thus a collective memory in transition. For this reason, the twenty-first-century shifts in

plantation history narratives centering interpretation around enslaved people and slavery still

result in shock for many visitors. In this state of shock and sometimes disappointment, there

are two outcomes: some choose to absorb what they are learning, and others choose to deny

it.At sites such as McLeod Plantation Historic Site (MPHS), where the experiences of Black

people are the central focus of interpretation, the negative reviews on a site like TripAdvisor

have an identifiable theme. These visitors write that the live oaks and old house were beautiful

but ruined by the lack of furniture in the house and/or the guide’s insistence on talking about

slavery.15 At sites such as Magnolia Plantation and Garden, which focuses on, as the name

suggests, gardens, the negative reviews called out the lack of attention that slavery received in

the overall interpretation, with one reviewer angry that a docent made the claim that enslaved

people were never whipped.16 Thus, the public’s reason for a negative review of a historic site

of slavery varies, with some wanting more historically factual narratives and others wanting

myths, gardens, and antiques. The evidence is clear, though, that many in the public do want to

learn the history of a place, even when they express that the learning experience was difficult

or even gut-wrenching. As of February 2020, with more than one thousand reviews on

TripAdvisor, MPHS has overwhelmingly positive reviews, with 92 percent of people rating their

experience as “excellent” or “very good.” If you are part of a historic site or public history project

considering more inclusive and accurate history, these positive reactions are quantitative

evidence proving the public’s interest in histories with complex and painful narratives, and this

volume shares numerous ways in which these narratives can be centered in new projects or

incorporated in existing public history spaces.These positive reactions do not come only from

people who arrived to the site believing the history of slavery should be told, but they also

include those who had previously internalized the myth of the romantic southern plantation as

historical fact. For the latter, sites interpreting the experiences and history of enslaved people

help humanize the people of the past in a profound way. At the close of a tour at a Charleston-

area plantation, one woman explained to her interpreter that she had just learned on the tour

that enslaved people had children. The visitor went on to explain her confounding statement:

“Well, I knew that, but I never thought of them as being mothers and fathers.”17 For this visitor,

as she recognized the humanity of enslaved people, she was able to immediately begin

reshaping her collective memory about slavery. There is also evidence that visitors do not

always shift their thinking or find new humanity in a group of historical people while they are on

a tour or in a space where they are engaging with terrifying or painful histories. Shifts in visitors’

thinking and collective memory can take place long after leaving the learning experience.

Some visitors who were initially angry at what they heard went on to acknowledge their shift in

feelings and collective memory years later. One such person felt trapped in being subjected to

the horrible, painful stories of the enslaved when they were expecting a pleasant stroll down an

oak allée. However, two years later, they wrote a letter of thanks to the historic site’s head

interpreter, thanking them for the experience and specifically expressing that the tour ultimately

changed their view of the history of slavery and its legacy.18Whether immediate epiphany or

years in the making, these anecdotes and data from visitors’ reviews support the idea that

many in the public are interested in engaging with the difficult histories and heritages that

address slavery, its legacy, and race relations. On the other hand, individual and institutional

racism, racial violence, and the murder of Black Americans, along with data from surveys such

as the AP-NORC poll and racist statements made at every level of political leadership in the

nation, stand as strong evidence that there is an enormous need in the United States for public

history professionals to correct the fallacies found in the dominant collective memory of slavery



and its legacy.Collective memories and imagined heritages—whether those of dominant or

nondominant groups—are reinforced, countered, or corrected at cultural heritage sites,

national and state parks, museums, and in all other public history spaces. Imagined heritages,

as with Benedict Anderson’s imagined communities, are in part imagined because those who

identify with a heritage do not all meet one another and do not emphasize the same aspects of

their heritage as the most important. People who identify with an imagined heritage are also

not always as committed to the truth as they are to forming an emotional connection with the

others who also identify with the same imagined heritage.The formation of that heritage and

collective memory has the ability to be shaped or reshaped at public history sites through

imagination and remembering. In “Cultural Heritage and Public Folklore: Tales of Tradition,”

Gregory Hansen explains that irrespective of facts or falsehoods, “The process of imagining

these connections can both distort and enhance our understand of historical sites.”19 This

places weighty responsibility on public history practitioners to responsibly use the tool of

imagination because the stories invoked can become fact in the mind of the visitor. Hansen

specifically addresses historical sites and buildings, but the process of creating an imagined

heritage and building upon collective memory has the capacity to takes place in all public

spaces. Because public history and cultural heritage workers can use human imagination as a

tool to assist the public in creating connections to the past to either reinforce or correct

damaging and false collective memories, the decision of what to include or leave out of

interpretation is an ethical one.This volume views the inclusion of underrepresented history in

public history as a moral imperative because these are sites where the public is crafting

collective memory that shapes its ideas about communities of people. In The Ethics of Memory,

Avishai Margalit poses a question: why we should remember “moral nightmares,” such as

American slavery? He points to the ethical activity of remembering history: “The source of

obligation to remember … comes from the effort of radical evil forces to undermine morality

itself by, among other means, rewriting the past and controlling collective memory.”20 The

essays in this volume explore the experiences of practitioners working with and for groups that

have traditionally controlled the collective memory of various geographies. In some cases the

practitioners are complicating spaces where people of the dominant group largely subscribe to

the historically accepted collective memory of slavery and African American history and then

through interpretation reveal historical facts and exclude the falsehoods that come with

imagined heritages. Others essays are also calling for certain types of spaces, such as federal

and state parks, to stop excluding Black history by focusing solely on natural (e.g.,

environmental and ecological) interpretation.Uncomplicated interpretation and historical

narratives are signs of histories that demand further inquiry. “Good historical thinking,” the

National Council on Public History says, “seldom provides easy answers or lessons. But it can

help clarify what’s at stake….”21 History workers help the public better understand the world

they live in. They assist in shaping ideas about heritage and historical remembrances, and they

can reform, even transform, worldviews through more inclusive and ethically narrated histories.

Though living in the time of open acceptance and perpetuation of the concept of “alternative

facts,” we hope that this volume sparks public history workers’ investigations into historical

narratives to find their own nontruths and that practitioners, historians, and other scholars see

one another as collaborators in their work. Essays in this volume seek future collaborators,

share new voices, and reveal effective methods and models, all with the ongoing goal of

centering African American history for the public. We are hopeful that this volume will spark

further collaboration not only among these groups but with K–12 teachers, community leaders

and institutions, and students.The editors of this volume, all of whom have been engaged in



public history work in Charleston, have observed and participated in this shift in the

Lowcountry’s public history representation of African American history. John White started the

Lowcountry Digital History Initiative (LDHI) with Mary Battle, a digital history project that was, in

part, a reaction to events such as the Secessionist Gala, which celebrated the 150th

anniversary of South Carolina’s secession. An absurdist nightmare that rendered historical

realities meaningless, the Secessionist Gala was run by organizers who denied that their

celebration of secession had anything to do with slavery. Instead of historical documents, they

leaned on the fiction of the Lost Cause, propping up their mythologized heritage and denying

the gala’s explicit connection to the enslavement of Black people. This type of blatant disregard

of historical fact is being corrected by public history projects. For example, in response to the

mass murders of the nine church attendees at Charleston’s Emanuel AME Church, Patricia

Williams-Lessane and Conseula Francis worked with John White on the College of

Charleston’s campus to start the Race and Social Justice Initiative (RSJI). The mission of the

five-year-old initiative is to promote awareness and dialogue about race and social justice

issues in Charleston, the Lowcountry, and beyond. Leah Worthington was a graduate assistant

at two sites on the College of Charleston’s campus—LDHI and the Avery Research Center for

African American History and Culture—before working as an interpreter at McLeod Plantation

Historic Site. Her interaction with thousands of visitors along with her research focused on

underrepresented history has assisted in guiding her current work as codirector of LDHI. Two

of Rachel Donaldson’s research areas, historic preservation and labor history, converged in her

work as a public history practitioner in Charleston. Donaldson has been working with local

majority-Black labor organizations to raise awareness about sites of labor in

Charleston.22Although changes in the response to encountering Black history in Charleston

have been slow, seeming to go in fits and starts, public history practitioners, cultural heritage

workers, and members of the tourism industry have laid the groundwork and are committed to

including and centering African American and other underrepresented voices. These highlights

are not comprehensive, but they serve to illustrate the broader context that a southern city

such as Charleston has experienced up to this point. The Old Slave Mart Museum has been a

bastion of unmythologized educational information about the Middle Passage, enslaved

people, and Charleston slave sellers since the 1930s, and its doors remain open today.

Drayton Hall, a historic plantation, is notable for its early 2000s debut of “Connections: From

Africa to America,” a tour that specifically interpreted slavery and the experiences of enslaved

people. In 2015 McLeod Plantation Historic Site opened as the first Charleston-area historic

plantation site that centers interpretation on enslaved and free African Americans.23 A final

example of public history sites and workers who have been centering Black voices is Joseph

McGill’s public history and preservation work through the Slave Dwelling Project. His mission is

the preservation and increased awareness of slave dwellings and seeing changes in the

narrative of American history and the legacy of slavery. Starting in 2016, his commitment to

preserving and interpreting enslaved people’s experiences has been accomplished through

overnight stays in dwellings identified as homes of enslaved people.24 These public history

projects and historic sites serve as examples of the ongoing efforts to center African American

history in Charleston, the stepping-stones to where we are now that have inspired

conversations among both the public and academics.As Charleston-area residents and

members of the College of Charleston’s campus community, we have also observed

academics with traditional department appointments cross into public history work in an effort

to shift the collective memory of the Lowcountry. Charleston is a small city that now receives

more than seven million tourists a year who come to see this quaint, beautifully historic place.



However, tourists have traditionally received fiction rather than history, so public history

practitioners have joined with scholars to provide clear historical analysis to correct the myth of

the romantic South and contribute to the increase in African American representations

throughout the city. For example, in teaching the Foundations of Education course at the

College of Charleston in 2016, Jon Hale, a professor of education who specializes in teaching

the history of education in the civil rights era, began a conversation with students about

working toward a historical marker for the famous African American educator and activist

Septima Clark. With many collaborators across campus, Hale was able to leverage his

scholarship into a public history project, and the historical marker was unveiled in May 2018.25

Hale also collaborated with the LDHI as author of an exhibit about the history of a local Black

high school and its student activists, A History of Burke High School in Charleston, South

Carolina since 1894.26Far away from the Lowcountry, Stephanie Yuhl, of the College of the

Holy Cross and Harvard Graduate School of Design, wrote Golden Haze of Memory: The

Making of Historic Charleston. For interpreters and tour guides, Yuhl’s scholarship put weight

behind the discussions between public history workers and their audiences—tourists or locals

—about the historical realities of Charleston versus the moonlight and magnolias myths.27 In

addition to providing scholarship useful to those working at cultural heritage sites, Yuhl also

sought out collaboration on public history projects by partnering with LDHI on a digital exhibit

where she worked with artists, scholars, and the Gibbes Museum of Art. In addition to the

exhibit, she organized a panel discussion at the Gibbes to discuss race and art in museums.

Scholars with traditional academic appointments, such as Hale and Yuhl, are a few examples

of those who started or joined public history projects in Charleston.The volume is organized

into three parts: “Finding New Stories,” “Seeking Collaborations,” and “Thinking Back/Looking

Forward.” The contributors discuss their research and work in the Lowcountry and throughout

the South. From early career to (theoretical) retirement, these practitioners shed light on the

subject of public history today.Finding New StoriesIn “They Wore White and Prayed to the East:

The Material Legacy of Enslaved Muslims in Early America,” Ayla Amon brings forward a group

of enslaved people who have been obscured in the historical record and often erased from

public history. In discussing enslaved African Muslim’s history and cultures, her essay reveals

not only a topic but also methods for investigating their underrepresented history. To illuminate

the range of religions and cultures that enslaved people carried with them, this essay shares

how the Smithsonian’s National Museum of African American History and Culture updated

early African American identity to include Muslim identities that were previously unexplored.

The identities of enslaved Muslims were often obscured by a combination of ignorance and

uninterest on the part of white slave traders and enslavers, yet can still be found in historical

documents. With the near-erasure in the collective memory of Americans regarding enslaved

African Muslims, finding material culture and sources can be difficult. However, this chapter

explores how interpretation can still occur, even when the subjects of interpretation are largely

silenced in the historical record.For archaeologists, interpreters of waterfront sites, and

practitioners interpreting slavery that occurred near waterways, Edward Salo’s “More Than Just

a Way across the Water: The Identification, Preservation, and Commemoration of Ferry Sites

in South Carolina,” discusses ferry-landing sites and ferryboats as an unexplored cultural

resource. Plats and remnants at ferry-landing sites from the colonial and antebellum eras open

up possibilities to mark their history for the public. Because antebellum ferries were often

operated by enslaved people, Salo discusses how the ferries became spaces for enslaved

people to potentially increase their independence. He is one of the volume’s contributors

whose work examines nontraditional spaces to interpret Black history before the Civil War. In



removing enslaved people from an agricultural field—where they are so often fixed in

America’s collective memory—and onto the water, this chapter raises questions: How are

interpretations of enslaved people’s lives limited by restricting their historical landscape to the

fields? Also, how might cross-disciplinary scholarship and projects put more people in

conversation with one another to yield higher results when interpreting underrepresented

histories?In examining the landscape for largely ignored history, scholars have also begun to

identify new spaces in which to interpret the lives of marginalized historical actors. Natural

landscapes such as swamps do not make many Americans immediately think of the history of

slavery—or perhaps of any history at all. In “Power, Representation, and Memory in the Great

Dismal Swamp,” Kathryn Benjamin Golden discusses a swamp that was once a safe haven

and home for Africans who escaped slavery. However, signage regarding this incredibly

important narrative of resistance is largely absent in federal and state parks, whose interpretive

focus is ecology and environmental education. Benjamin Golden discusses how the ownership

of land and of the interpretive focus is used to sidestep interpreting history that challenges

collective memory. In discussing how parks approach interpreting Black resistance, Benjamin

Golden makes the case for those working in local, state, and federal parks and conservancies

to collaborate with scholars and public historians so that interpretation does not erase Black

history at their site.Seeking CollaborationsMoving indoors to historic homes, Jodi Skipper’s

“Hidden in Plain Sight: Contested Histories and Urban Slavery in Mississippi” discusses the

success and challenges of correcting public history narratives that are directly negatively

affected by dominant white collective memory based on mythologies like the Lost Cause. In

Skipper’s project, Behind the Big House, she worked collaboratively to put an entirely new tour

into action alongside, and as a counter to, an already existing annual house tour in a

Mississippi town. Notably, this project takes place in a landscape that does not frequently

interpret slavery: a town rather than a rural space or a city. Skipper’s project also presents an

example of leveraging the popularity of an existing, separate history and garden tour for locals

and tourists to draw people into a new tour that demands they reconsider the spaces they are

learning about. She also reflects on the questions answered as much as the questions that she

hopes to answer through the continuation of the project.Leah Worthington discusses the

permanent and ongoing collaborations of a digital public history project, the Lowcountry Digital

History Initiative, housed in the College of Charleston Libraries. In “Creating and Maintaining

Digital Public History: The Lowcountry Digital History Initiative,” Worthington explores methods

and collaborative efforts to create digital content with scholarly experts from around the world,

campus partnerships, community partners, and graduate students. In addition to providing

insight into how the five-year-old digital project continues to operate, she discusses the utility of

a digital platform designed to focus on local and regional histories, how social media is used as

an arm of the project’s efforts to reach the local public, and how graduate students can

successfully learn from and assist with digital public history projects. It also serves as an

example of public history successfully centering underrepresented history.Thinking Back,

Looking ForwardLong-standing institutions often come with histories that fall short of meeting

the standards we set today for public history practice or are sometimes directly at odds with

modern public history and historic preservation standards. In “The Ansonborough Project:

Lessons in Historic Preservation,” Ashley Hollinshead explores the history of past preservation

practices of the Historic Charleston Foundation, the effects of those practices, and the changes

the institution has made over time. City planners, preservationists, and practitioners who work

with histories of gentrification and the erasure of Black neighborhoods will find the lessons

learned in this essay to be a useful guide. Continuing into the present, Hollinshead also



discusses some of the changes that the Historic Charleston Foundation has made by looking

at its current preservation practices and philosophies. These efforts act as a first step in

undoing the erasure of Black people and their history in Charleston. It also signals a model for

change and explores changes taking place in southern institutions that seek to examine and

redefine their mission.Peter Wood’s reflections on Black and white Charlestonians’ memories

from the 1970s to the present is unique in its examination of collective memories over fifty

years. In “‘A Thin Neck in the Hourglass’: Looking Back at Charleston Harbor from Colorado …

and Looking Forward,” Wood discusses the state of public history in 1974, the bicentennial of

the Stono Rebellion, when few Carolinians had heard of the event, and present-day actions by

the local government toward Confederate statues. In the process he delves into how historians

and K–12 educators living in Colorado, more than a thousand miles from the land of the

thirteen colonies, “could effectively teach about enslavement and its consequences.” The essay

provides an example of collaboration between an academic historian and K–12 teachers living

in Colorado, and in so doing, Wood helps readers consider the importance of collaborating with

educators of children. He also provides insight into the types of difficult histories that young

people are being taught and how those histories might shape their worldview. In examining the

past and present, Wood provides space to consider where we have come from as well as how

things might look in the future as we plan our next public history collaborations.What is next,

then, for public history? As protestors have filled the streets of American cities demanding

monuments of racism be torn down while counterprotestors have demanded that the

monuments remain, the United States appears at war with itself over its collective memory,

struggling to settle on an agreed-upon past. How will we direct our local historic sites to tell the

messy, difficult, and inclusive histories that challenge the public to contend with American

history? As public history professionals, we know that the sites, museums, parks, and public

squares are filled with historic symbols and stories. The experiences not only of Black

Americans but also of Latinx and Asian Americans, of immigrant communities, of women, of

LGBTQ+ communities, and of working-class communities are always embedded in our local

histories and identities because the United States is a country rooted in diversity. This volume

discusses several examples of where and how some of these histories are being revealed,

providing models, presenting challenges and successes, and inviting collaboration. We also

know from our own experiences that the work requires active introspection to first contend with

our own biases before we can best navigate the biases of our audiences. In sharing the work

taking place in our own local spaces, we also ask you to examine the work accomplished in

your space. Is your site full of kinetic or potential history? Have you identified the lesser-known

historical actors and events at your site? And how can your history be told more accurately and

inclusively so that collective memory is shaped by all of America’s experiences and people?

The work cannot be left to those pedaling myths as history for entertainment, personal comfort,

or political gain; rather, it must be carried out by people whose primary work centers on

bringing history to the public.In the midst of the 2020 protests, the John C. Calhoun monument

in Charleston’s central square came down. The man who infamously called slavery “a positive

good” has been celebrated by white Charlestonians since before the Civil War. The event drew

a crowd, and as Calhoun was removed from his one hundred-foot-high pedestal, many were

brought to tears while others sang and laughed with joy. Black Charlestonians described him

as a looming presence finally removed.28 For more than a century, whites shaped the

dominant collective memory of Calhoun, as with too many other aspects of American history,

by unethical mythologizing and violent forgetting. We hope this volume contributes to your local

conversations about underrepresented histories and supports your engagement in ethical



public history work, illuminating the painful as well as the triumphant histories of Black

Americans and reshaping the nation’s collective memory to reflect actual historical

realities.PART IFinding New StoriesThey Wore White and Prayed to the EastThe Material

Legacy of Enslaved Muslims in Early AmericaAYLA AMONOn the night of August 29, 1810,

under a new moon, a man looked up at a “house” and let out a sigh of relief. After traveling

more than two hundred miles on foot from Charleston, South Carolina, to Fayetteville, North

Carolina, he had found a place where he could safely stop to pray. A young man riding by the

church saw a lone Black man enter the building. He immediately rode into town to tell his

father, who returned with another man and their dogs to take the Black man to the Cumberland

County Jail as a runaway slave.1 Although the man barely spoke English, he was able to write

“from right to left” in an unknown language, and he used pieces of charcoal from the fireplace

to scrawl messages on his cell walls and floor.2 None of the curious local citizens could read

the words he wrote, yet they flocked to see this mysterious “conjurer” in his jail cell.3 The

language he wrote was Arabic, and the man was Omar ibn Sayyid.4 Sayyid was one of

thousands of enslaved Muslims forcibly migrated to the United States during the transatlantic

slave trade, although their early presence in North America has been largely unexplored. Even

less frequently discussed are the objects used and created by these enslaved people, objects

that turned the confines of slavery into a space of resistance to capture, enslavement, and

regulation.Enslaved African Muslims occupied two distinct, yet related, modes of being in early

American history: they existed in both utter obscurity and were prominently known in certain

social circles. Travelers’ notebooks, plantation and court records, newspaper articles, and

runaway notices, among other documents, are filled with confused and unknowing references

to the enslaved who were practicing Islam in early America. Observers called the faith

practices they witnessed “animist,” “pagan,” and “African” but almost never connected them to

Islam; they noted “strange” methods of dress and “peculiar” dietary choices but usually failed to

mention Allah or Muhammad. Perhaps their most striking oversight was seeing an enslaved

person write in Arabic and dismissing it as “strange characters” or “nonsense.” This lack of

religious and cultural recognition of Islam was not solely a phenomenon among white society,

however. Charles Ball, a self-liberated man, noted in 1837 that “I knew several [people] who

must have been, from what I have since learned, Mohamedans; though at that time, I had

never heard of the religion of Mohamed. There was one man on this plantation, who prayed

five times every day, always turning his face to the east, when in the performance of his

devotion.”5Conversely, numerous Muslim men and women became local or even national

celebrities who were subsumed into American folklore as known Muslims, including S’Quash,

Osman of the Dismal Swamp, and “Old Hamedy.”6 Others became the focus of spectacle and

were made to perform their religion or write for the amusement of the public. As Joseph

LeConte remembered of a man named Philip, “He used to tell us all about the customs and

religion of the country from which he came. He was not a pagan, but a Mohammedan. He

greatly interested us by going through all the prayers and prostrations of his native country.”7

And William Caruthers recounted meeting a “tall, bald-headed old fellow” named Charno who

wrote a specimen beginning “on the right side of the page … in Arabic.”8 Even those outside of

the legends saw their true lived histories augmented, made increasingly error ridden, or

romanticized for a variety of propagandistic purposes, including the purported beneficent

largesse of the American Colonization Society.9 In the retelling, these men and women were

endowed with agency, power, privilege, and even royal family histories they did not have; most

importantly, they became the property of indulgent enslavers who acted as a foil to the

stereotypic brutal southern master for white apologists of slavery.Neither in their celebrity nor



relative obscurity, however, were the enslaved Muslims connected distinctly or definitively to

the traditions of Islam in a way that provided Islam a space within the religious history of early

America. Additionally, these two ways of (not) considering Islam in America contribute to a

striking historical deficit: they render the associated material culture mute, severely limiting

perceptions of the faith practices of the enslaved among researchers today. This dearth of

knowledge gave rise to two interrelated narratives. First, that enslaved persons were brought to

American shores as blank slates, without religious or cultural practice of their own, and were

converted to and practiced Christianity exclusively.10 Second, that Islam and Muslims are

recent arrivals in America who in no way helped shape or develop the country. This functionally

negates a cultural and religious connection to western Africa for enslaved persons (whether

Muslim or non-Muslim): they are not represented with their full legacies in public discourse and

at historical sites, and their lives are explored only after they survived the Middle Passage. In

turn, it also fosters an attitude about Islam that constructs it as a religion of the “other,” outside

consideration as part of the religious fabric of America and, in the wake of September 11,

2001, a religion that has no part in American life. By including Islam at the very foundations of

religious experience among the enslaved, we are both returning lived histories to those

enslaved and returning an integral place in the formation of the United States to Muslims.Given

that no comprehensive data concerning the Muslim population were ever recorded, how can

we attempt to reconstruct not only the size of the community but also the lived experience of

these enslaved Muslims? Scholars must mine historical documentation for hints of their

presence, examine extant pieces of material culture (including documents, textiles, and beads)

for insights into their daily lives and practices, and look to living traditions today that shine a

light on these communities. This essay aims to reconnect the material remnants of early

Muslims with the practice of Islam and to propose a new method of public interpretation of the

objects, primarily in museums. First, it briefly notes the historical context in which enslaved

Muslims lived and worshipped, exploring the sources that should be reexamined for evidence

of Islam. It then reassociates extant objects with Islam by using eyewitness accounts, oral

histories, and, most importantly, the words of the enslaved themselves. Third, it conjectures as

to why these objects have not been historically recognized. Finally, it proposes a model for

integrating enslaved Muslims into museum exhibitions, using the National Museum of African

American History and Culture’s Slavery and Freedom exhibition as a case study.Historical

ContextBy the beginning of the transatlantic slave trade, Islam had spread throughout sub-

Saharan and western Africa, including forming majorities or large minorities in six regions that

accounted for the majority of the enslaved transported to North America: Senegambia, Sierra

Leone, the Windward Coast, the Gold Coast, the Bight of Benin, and the Bight of Biafra.11 It is

estimated that potentially 15–20 percent or more of the enslaved brought to North America

were Muslim and that a much greater number were familiar with Islam.12 However, our

estimates are complicated by the fact that “no attention whatever [was] paid to the religion of

the slaves.”13 Neither slave dealers nor trade companies kept records of the religion of their

captives, paralleling a similar disregard by purchasers in North America for the religion of their

new “merchandise.”However, the historical record reveals that, at least occasionally, some of

those involved in the transatlantic trade did recognize Islam among enslaved captives. For

example, British abolitionist C. B. Wadstrom, recounting the slave trade in Sierra Leone, stated,

“[On the ship] I saw a man about 35 years old in irons. He was a Mahometan, and could read

and write Arabick. He was occasionally noisy; sometimes he would sing a melancholy song,

then he would utter an earnest prayer, and then would observe a dead silence.”14 This striking

account preserves for posterity a snapshot of an enslaved Muslim who, despite the



overwhelming nature of the circumstances around him, maintained his religious devotion. It is

likely that the “melancholy song” the witness describes is the adhan, or call to prayer, followed

by salat, ritual prostrations. Despite this ardent practice and even acknowledgment of Islam on

the coast of Africa, this man’s religion was never written down before he was shipped to the

New World, his actions were never concretely connected to his faith, and his religion was lost

to the sea.15Similarly, ideas regarding Islam and Muslims on American shores were both

common and incorrect. Inflammatory ideas about Muslims and Islam were propagated

throughout America by various European and colonial writers who set up the barbarism of

Islam against their own religious and political freedoms. Largely fueled by beliefs surrounding

the Ottoman Empire and the Barbary pirates, misinformation about Islam infiltrated popular

American entertainment, including a popular 1742 play by Voltaire that quipped, “The sword

and the Alcoran in my bloody hands, / Impose silence on the rest of humanity.”16 The play, first

performed for and by soldiers on both sides of the American Revolutionary conflict, was filled

with prejudice against a faith that most Americans hardly knew. Staged until the early

nineteenth century for popular audiences, the play presents as an “artifact of European

Orientalism” that contrasted with the truthful representations of Islam occurring

unacknowledged among enslaved Muslims.17 Made for mass consumerism, this incorrect

presentation of Islam also found its way onto the American political stage, where entire

constitutional debates in 1788 centered on the necessity of religious testing to hold public

office and even the fear that a Muslim might someday be president.18Other statesmen,

however, at least nominally attempted to fight religious intolerance against Islam. Thomas

Jefferson’s purchase of a Qur’an as a law student influenced his writing of foundational

American documents, and Jefferson acknowledged the importance of the text as a source of

Islamic law as well as a symbol of early religious pluralism. He noted of the 1779 Bill for

Establishing Religious Freedom that it was “meant to comprehend, within the mantle of it’s [sic]

protection, the Jew and the Gentile, the Christian and Mahometan, the Hindoo and infidel of

every denomination.”19 Unfortunately, the final language removed explicit reference to non-

Christian groups: “Our civil rights have no dependence on our religious opinions.”20 Another

statesman, Richard Henry Lee, pushed even further for equality in a letter to James Madison:

“True freedom embraces the Mahomitan and the Gentoo [Hindu] as well as the Christian

religion.”21The great irony in these statements is that the Muslims who American intellectuals

and politicians were discussing were largely imagined Muslims from elsewhere. They recalled

a diplomatic agreement with the Sultan of Morocco (the Treaty of Marrakesh) in 1786, the

Barbary pirates with whom Jefferson negotiated a truce from 1805 to 1806, the Ottoman

“barbarians” who resisted the civilizing influence of Christianity, and the enslaved Muslims who

were revolting throughout Central and South America beginning in the sixteenth century.22 But

there was little to no recognition of the enslaved Muslims spread throughout North America,

even those who were owned by such champions of religious tolerance as Jefferson and

Washington. Their knowledge of and theoretical openness to Islam did not stop them from

enslaving African Muslims.
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